
Cherokee Little Crow and the Big Fever: A
Tale of Triumph and Tragedy

The vast expanse of the North American Great Plains was once home to
numerous Native American tribes, each with their own unique culture and
way of life. In the mid-19th century, one such tribe faced a profound
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challenge that would forever alter its destiny: the devastating smallpox
epidemic of 1862-63. This cataclysmic event, commonly known as the "Big
Fever," left an indelible mark on the history of the Dakota people and their
revered leader, Chief Little Crow.
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The Rise of Little Crow

Little Crow, born in 1810, was a charismatic and astute leader who
emerged as a prominent figure among the Eastern Dakota people. He
possessed exceptional oratorical skills and a deep understanding of
traditional Dakota values and customs. As the encroachment of Euro-
American settlers threatened the Dakota way of life, Little Crow became a
staunch advocate for the preservation of his people's lands and traditions.

The Big Fever Strikes

In the autumn of 1862, smallpox, a highly contagious and deadly disease,
swept through the Dakota communities living near the Minnesota River.
The virus, brought by European fur traders, spread rapidly through the
population, causing immense suffering and loss. The Dakota, who had little
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immunity to the disease, were particularly vulnerable to its devastating
effects.

Little Crow's Response

As the Big Fever ravaged his people, Little Crow rallied his warriors to take
action. Initially, they attempted to quarantine the infected areas, but the
disease continued to spread unabated. Frustration and desperation grew
among the Dakota, who felt their way of life was slipping away.

In August 1862, Little Crow led a group of Dakota warriors in an attack on
the Lower Sioux Agency, a government outpost that had failed to provide
adequate food and medical assistance to the starving and sick Dakota.
This act sparked the Dakota War of 1862, a brief but bloody conflict that
resulted in the deaths of hundreds of Euro-American settlers and Dakota
people.

Retreat and Surrender

Faced with overwhelming military force, Little Crow and his followers
withdrew from the conflict and sought refuge in the wilderness. After a
harrowing journey through the harsh winter landscape, they eventually
surrendered to the United States Army in 1863.

Trials and Execution

Hundreds of Dakota warriors were imprisoned and charged with murder.
Little Crow was among those sentenced to death by a military tribunal. On
September 26, 1863, he was executed by hanging in Mankato, Minnesota,
becoming the first Native American leader to be executed by the US
government.



Legacy of Little Crow

Despite his tragic end, Little Crow's legacy as a fearless leader and
defender of his people's rights has endured. He is remembered as a
symbol of Dakota resistance against Euro-American encroachment and a
reminder of the devastating consequences of colonialism and disease.

The Big Fever's Impact on the Dakota

The smallpox epidemic of 1862-63 decimated the Dakota population,
reducing it by an estimated 50-80%. The loss of life was not only a human
tragedy but also a blow to Dakota culture and identity. The survivors were
forced to abandon their ancestral lands and were confined to reservations,
where they faced further hardships and discrimination.

The story of Cherokee Little Crow and the Big Fever is a poignant reminder
of the resilience and vulnerability of Native American communities in the
face of adversity. Little Crow's unwavering leadership during this
tumultuous period serves as a testament to the indomitable spirit of the
Dakota people, while the devastating impact of the disease highlights the
devastating effects of colonialism and disease on indigenous communities
around the world.
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